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Disclaimer: This map is for general reference only. It does not replace a land survey 
and Arizona Water Company does not guarantee its thematic or spatial accuracy.
2-6-2020
R:\08- Water Resources Master Plan - PINAL VALLEY\Task - GIS Data\Maps\Arizona CCN's Inside AMA for Melinda Service Layer Credits: Sources: Esri, HERE, Garmin, Intermap, increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey,

Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), (c) OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community

CCN Coordinate
Arizona Water Company Service Area's

Active Management Areas
BASIN NAME

DOUGLAS INA
HARQUAHALA INA
JOSEPH CITY INA
PHOENIX AMA
PINAL AMA
PRESCOTT AMA
SANTA CRUZ AMA
TUCSON AMA

Name Latitude Longitude
Casa Grande 686459 753205
Coolidge 717446 820229
Standfield 684258 685820
Tierra Grande 678318 807198
Coolidge Airport 703474 852103
Falcon Valley 585300 1026054
Apache Junction 865348 837816
Superior 831060 928094
White Tank 899842 529356
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Executive Summary
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Arizona Water Company (Company) operates 22 water systems in the State of. In the Phoenix 
AMA, the Company has 3 water systems: Apache Junction, Superior, and White Tanks. In the 
Pinal AMA, the Company operates 4 water systems: Pinal Valley East and West, which includes 
the Cities of Coolidge and Casa Grande; Stanfield, Tierra Grande, and Coolidge Airport. In the 
Tucson AMA, the Company has 1 system: Falcon Valley which includes Saddlebrooke Ranch. 
These eight systems represent 60,390 connections and serve a population of approximately 
170,000. 

Arizona Water Company is requesting a grant to implement an Environmental Systems Research 
Institute, Inc, (ESRI) ArcGIS Enterprise Platform and Field Rollout solutions including software, 
electronic hardware, and technical support to enable the Company  to be more effective in 
identifying areas of aging infrastructure, collect real time information on repairs and 
replacements in the field, collect well pumping data, and analyze the success of the leak 
detection and repair program on lowering overall groundwater pumping. 

The WMAP cost share if the grant is awarded is: $110,898.32 
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Project Overview
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Executive Summary: 
Arizona Water Company (Company) operates 22 water systems in the State of Arizona. In the 
Phoenix AMA, the Company has 3 water systems: Apache Junction, Superior, and White Tanks. 
In the Pinal AMA, the Company operates 4 water systems: Pinal Valley East and West, which 
includes the Cities of Coolidge and Casa Grande; Stanfield, Tierra Grande, and Coolidge 
Airport. In the Tucson AMA, the Company has 1 system: Falcon Valley which includes 
Saddlebrooke Ranch. These eight systems represent 60,390 connections and serve a population 
of approximately 170,000. 

Arizona Water Company is requesting a grant to implement an Environmental Systems Research 
Institute, Inc, (ESRI) ArcGIS Enterprise Platform and Field Rollout solutions including software, 
electronic hardware, and technical support to enable the Company  to be more effective in 
identifying areas of aging infrastructure, collect real time information on repairs and 
replacements in the field, collect well pumping data, and analyze the success of the leak 
detection and repair program on lowering overall groundwater pumping.   

The WMAP cost share for the Phoenix AMA if the grant is awarded is: $110,898.32 

Project Overview: 
The ESRI ArcGIS Field Rollout Project includes the migration of service area data and 
implementation of ESRI ArcGIS Enterprise Platform for use in our field operations to view our 
underground utility systems, use field collector applications to geocode leaks and repairs in real 
time, use field collector applications to collect well pumping data, and apply data analysis to 
show the success of finding and fixing leaks as it relates to reducing groundwater pumping.  

There are many organizational goals associated with this geospatial data project. One is to 
establish a centralized repository of authoritative information on each service area system along 
with the history related to the assets. Another goal is to view the migrated leak location data and 
use the collector application in the field. This view and application will allow distribution crews 
to see mobile maps in the areas where leaks have occurred in the past, the location of the nearest 
isolation valves and fire hydrants, and the type and size of the pipe at the leak site. The resulting 
improved outage management and repair or replacement of the failed pipe will reduce overall 
water loss and produce groundwater savings.  

Arizona Water Company is committed to water conservation by enhancing its leak detection 
program and repairing or replacing its aging infrastructure within the AMAs and in the 
Community Water Systems where it provides service. Since the Company operates all over the 
State of Arizona and the scope of this project includes all of its water systems, the benefit of the 
technology combined with actionable data will benefit groundwater users in communities across 
Arizona. The Company will absorb the entire cost of the implementation that occurs outside the 
AMA.  

Arizona Water Company plans to leverage this project with its Leak Detection Equipment 
Package Replacement Project. The two projects work together to provide the most effective and 
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comprehensive leak detection programs for Arizona Water Company water systems. For 
example, in the Apache Junction system, the implementation of new Echologic Leakfinder RT 
Correlators in 2016 helped it reduce its lost and unaccounted for water to 6.8% in 2017 which is 
down from 10.64% in 2014. (Source: ADWR AMA Municipal Conservation Program – 2019 
Progress Report) The Apache Junction system water loss has been creeping up due to aging 
infrastructure and associated pipe failure. While the tools provided with the leak detection 
equipment help to bring down the overall water loss, Arizona Water Company has determined 
that the addition of the ArcGIS software with its mobile platform will help Company employees 
become more efficient in identifying areas that need monitoring due to age or multiple failures 
along a pipe. The platform and software, along with mobile applications and complementary 
hardware will bring Arizona Water Company’s employees the tools they need to continue to 
effectively administer the leak detection program, monitor well production, and report on 
conservation efforts and annual verifiable results.  

As part of the Third, Fourth and Fifth Management Plans, a comprehensive leak detection 
program is listed in Category 4 of Best Management Practices for Physical System Evaluation 
and Improvement. Arizona Water Company has consistently been working to expand the 
effectiveness of its leak detection programs. In recent 5th Management Plan working meetings, 
there was a discussion about increasing the measurable data associated with the AMA Municipal 
Conservation Program BMPs. Verifiable and actionable data will allow Arizona Water Company 
to better report where leaks are occurring, the type of leaks, the repair method, and reduction in 
unaccounted for loss will be increased. Additionally, since many of Arizona Water Company’s 
service area Municipal Governments already use ArcGIS as their enterprise geo-spatial solution, 
the Company will be able to better coordinate on municipal and private development projects.  

Arizona Water Company reports its well production and conservation efforts annually for each 
of its systems. The lost and unaccounted for water is also reported. It will be clear to see pre-
project implementation and post project implementation groundwater savings based on repaired 
or replaced pipe. While it is unrealistic to anticipate that unaccounted for water loss will be 0%, 
it is realistic to anticipate a 2%-3% reduction in unaccounted for lost water. The example of 
groundwater savings using a conservative 2% savings below shows that the Company can plan to 
save 2,060 acre-feet over a 4 year term.  

AMA 2019 Demand AF 
2% Annual 

Groundwater Savings 
AF 

Total Groundwater 
Savings AF After 4 

Years 
Phoenix 9,756 195 780 
Pinal 15,372 307 1,228 
Tucson 644 13 52 
Total 25,772 515 2,060 
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Scope of Work
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Scope of Work: 
The duration of the configuration, migration, training and implementation of the software and 
hardware associated with the ArcGIS enterprise software project is approximately 6 months from 
funding. Arizona Water Company staff are already cleansing its databases in preparation for the 
data migration and implementation.  

The total award of  $110,898.32 is proposed to be spent between the tasks as follows: 

1) Implement the foundation for the ArcGIS enterprise platform

2) Configuration of ArcGIS enterprise settings, server site with portal, and designate the server
as the hosting server

3) Training IT & GIS staff on ArcGIS enterprise administration, creating and working with
Service, business disaster recovery, configuring ArcGIS for Company staff

4) Migrate data model to ArcGIS geodatabase

5) Purchase cellular service enabled mobile devices for field staff & purchase cellular service
plans to allow for mobile use in field

6) Workshop Training and Deployment of field staff collector apps

7) Professional Services, Support & License Maintenance Fees for four years

Environmental Systems Research Institute Inc. (ESRI) has provided a quote for the 
implementation, migration, configuration, training, and professional services associated with the 
project as a lump sum including 4 years-worth of license and data maintenance fees.  The total 
cost for this project is $770,898.00. 

Upon installation of the software and setting up of the collector applications for the organization, 
Arizona Water Company Employees will continue to update and analyze the data that is gathered 
and added to the ArcGIS enterprise database platform. The cost for data collection, data 
monitoring, and analysis by Arizona Water Company employees is borne by the Company as 
part of normal operations. 
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Arizona Water Company 

ESRI ArcGIS Field Rollout Project 
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FY2020 
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Budget: 
Arizona Water Company is requesting a grant to implement an Environmental Systems Research 
Institute, Inc, (ESRI) ArcGIS Enterprise Platform and Field Rollout solutions including software, 
electronic hardware, and technical support to enable the Company  to be more effective in 
identifying areas of aging infrastructure, collect real time information on repairs and 
replacements in the field, collect well pumping data, and analyze the success of the leak 
detection and repair program on lowering overall groundwater pumping.   

The overall cost of the project for four years is $770,898.00. Since the project is an Enterprise 
project that will enhance the technical data gathering and data analysis company wide, Arizona 
Water Company is showing in the tables below the way we came up with the requested WMAP 
AMA cost share value.  

The cost per connection was determined by AMA and then the rest of the connections in our 
non-AMA systems. The cost to the AMA was determined by multiplying the individual 
connection cost to the number of connections. Then, the total was divided between the WMAP 
and Arizona Water Company to determine the WMAP grant cost-share. Non-AMA systems will 
be paid for by Arizona Water Company exclusively. 

The tasks associated with this project are as follows - 

1) Implement the foundation for the ArcGIS enterprise platform

2) Configuration of ArcGIS enterprise settings, server site with portal, and designate the server
as the hosting server

3) Training IT & GIS staff on ArcGIS enterprise administration, creating and working with
Service, business disaster recovery, configuring ArcGIS for Company staff

4) Migrate data model to ArcGIS geodatabase

5) Purchase cellular service enabled mobile devices for field staff & purchase cellular service
plans to allow for mobile use in field

6) Workshop Training and Deployment of field staff collector apps

7) Professional Services, Support & License Maintenance Fees for four years

Item Cost 
Configuration, Migration, Implementation $390,098.00 
Training, Licenses, & Maintenance $368,800.00 
Hardware $12,000.00 
Total Cost of Project $770,898.00 
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Total Cost of the Project is $770,898.00 and the grant cost share is determined by the number of 
connections in each AMA and the rest of connections in the Non-AMA systems which Arizona 
Water Company will pay for exclusively.  

AMA Phoenix Pinal Tucson Rest of the State Total 
Connections  26,746  30,990  2,654  32,571 92,961 
Share Per 
Connection 

$8.29 $8.29 $8.29 $8.29 $8.29 

Total $221,796.64 $256,990.88 $22,008.83 $270,101.64 $770,898.00 
WMAP Grant 
Cost Share $110,898.32 $128,495.44 $11,004.42 $250,398.18 

Arizona Water 
Company Cost 
Share 

$110,898.32 $128,495.44 $11,004.42 $270,101.64 $520,499.82 
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Budget: 
Arizona Water Company is requesting a grant to implement an Environmental Systems Research 
Institute, Inc, (ESRI) ArcGIS Enterprise Platform and Field Rollout solutions including software, 
electronic hardware, and technical support to enable the Company  to be more effective in 
identifying areas of aging infrastructure, collect real time information on repairs and 
replacements in the field, collect well pumping data, and analyze the success of the leak 
detection and repair program on lowering overall groundwater pumping.   

The overall cost of the project for four years is $770,898.00. Since the project is an Enterprise 
project that will enhance the technical data gathering and data analysis company wide, Arizona 
Water Company is showing in the tables below the way we came up with the requested WMAP 
AMA cost share value.  

The cost per connection was determined by AMA and then the rest of the connections in our 
non-AMA systems. The cost to the AMA was determined by multiplying the individual 
connection cost to the number of connections. Then, the total was divided between the WMAP 
and Arizona Water Company to determine the WMAP grant cost-share. Non-AMA systems will 
be paid for by Arizona Water Company exclusively. 

The tasks associated with this project are as follows - 

1) Implement the foundation for the ArcGIS enterprise platform

2) Configuration of ArcGIS enterprise settings, server site with portal, and designate the server
as the hosting server

3) Training IT & GIS staff on ArcGIS enterprise administration, creating and working with
Service, business disaster recovery, configuring ArcGIS for Company staff

4) Migrate data model to ArcGIS geodatabase

5) Purchase cellular service enabled mobile devices for field staff & purchase cellular service
plans to allow for mobile use in field

6) Workshop Training and Deployment of field staff collector apps

7) Professional Services, Support & License Maintenance Fees for four years

Item Cost 
Configuration, Migration, Implementation $390,098.00 
Training, Licenses, & Maintenance $368,800.00 
Hardware $12,000.00 
Total Cost of Project $770,898.00 
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Total Cost of the Project is $770,898.00 and the grant cost share is determined by the number of 
connections in each AMA and the rest of connections in the Non-AMA systems which Arizona 
Water Company will pay for exclusively.  

AMA Phoenix Pinal Tucson Rest of the State Total 
Connections  26,746  30,990  2,654  32,571 92,961 
Share Per 
Connection 

$8.29 $8.29 $8.29 $8.29 $8.29 

Total $221,796.64 $256,990.88 $22,008.83 $270,101.64 $770,898.00 
WMAP Grant 
Cost Share $110,898.32 $128,495.44 $11,004.42 $250,398.18 

Arizona Water 
Company Cost 
Share 

$110,898.32 $128,495.44 $11,004.42 $270,101.64 $520,499.82 
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Supplemental Information: 

Evidence of Physical and 
Legal Availability of Water

Evidence of Control and 
Tenure of Land
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Supplemental Information: 

Evidence of Physical and Legal Availability of Water – The project that Arizona Water Company has 
proposed for the purpose of this grant will not be using water to accomplish the goals of the project. For 
this reason, Arizona Water Company will only be providing the Department of Water Resources with a 
map of its service area CCN as they appear inside each of the AMAs the Arizona Water Company serves. 

Evidence of Control and Tenure of Land – The project that Arizona Water Company has proposed for 
the purpose of this grant will not be breaking ground on land to accomplish the goals of the project. For 
this reason, Arizona Water Company will only be providing the Department of Water Resources with a 
map of its service area CCN as they appear inside each of the AMAs the Arizona Water Company serves. 
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Coolidge 717446 820229
Standfield 684258 685820
Tierra Grande 678318 807198
Coolidge Airport 703474 852103
Falcon Valley 585300 1026054
Apache Junction 865348 837816
Superior 831060 928094
White Tank 899842 529356
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1 

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE 
Review Form 

In accordance with the State Historic Preservation Act (SHPO), A.R.S. 41-861 et seq, effective July 24, 1982, each 
State agency must consider the potential of activities or projects to impact significant cultural resources. Also, 
each State agency is required to consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer with regard to those activities 
or projects that may impact cultural resources. Therefore, it is understood that recipients of state funds are 
required to comply with this law throughout the project period. All projects that affect the ground-surface that 
are funded by AWPF require SHPO clearance, including those on private and federal lands. 

The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) must review each grant application recommended for funding in 
order to determine the effect, if any, a proposed project may have on archaeological or cultural resources.  To 
assist the SHPO in this review, the following information MUST be submitted with each application for funding 
assistance: 

• A completed copy of this form, and
• A United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute map
• A copy of the cultural resources survey report if a survey of the property has been conducted, and
• A copy of any comments of the land managing agency/landowner (i.e., state, federal, county, municipal) on

potential impacts of the project on historic properties.
NOTE:  If a federal agency is involved, the agency must consult with SHPO pursuant to the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA); a state agency must consult with SHPO pursuant to the State Historic Preservation
Act (SHPA),
OR

• A copy of SHPO comments if the survey report has already been reviewed by SHPO.

Please answer the following questions: 

1. Grant Program: WMAP Groundwater Conservation Grant

2. Project Title: ESRI ArcGIS Field Rollout Project

3. Applicant Name and Address: Arizona Water Company

4. Current Landowner/Manager(s): n/a

5. Project Location, including Township, Range, Section: Phoenix AMA

6. Total Project Area in Acres (or total miles if trail): n/a

7. Does the proposed project have the potential to disturb the surface and/or subsurface of the ground?
 YES       NO 

8. Please provide a brief description of the proposed project and specifically identify any surface or
subsurface impacts that are expected:  This project is a request to help pay for the cost of implementing
the ESRI mapping software solution and implement field capture resources.

9. Describe the condition of the current ground surface within the entire project boundary area (for example,
is the ground in a natural undisturbed condition, or has it been bladed, paved, graded, etc.).  Estimate
horizontal and vertical extent of existing disturbance.  Also, attach photographs of project area to
document condition: There will be no new ground surface impact with this project.
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STATE OF ARIZONA 
HISTORIC PROPERTY INVENTORY FORM

Please type or print clearly.  Fill out each applicable space accurately and with as much information as is known 
about the property. 

PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION 
For properties identified through survey: Site No. n/a Survey Area: n/a 

Historic Names (enter the name(s), if any that best reflect the property’s historic importance): n/a 

Address: n/a 

City or Town: n/a   Vicinity     County: n/a     Tax Parcel No.: n/a 

Township: n/a     Range: n/a      Section: n/a     Quarters: n/a     Acreage: n/a  

Block: n/a     Lot(s): n/a     Plat (Addition): n/a      Year of plat (addition): n/a  

UTM Reference – Zone: n/a     Easting: n/a     Northing: n/a  

USGS 7.5’ quadrangle map: n/a  

ARCHITECT: n/a      not determined      known     Source:    

BUILDER: n/a      not determined      known     Source:    

CONSTRUCTION DATE: n/a      known      estimated     Source:    

STRUCTURAL CONDITION 
 Good (well maintained; no serious problems apparent) 
 Fair (some problems apparent) Describe:    
 Poor (major problems; imminent threat) Describe:  
 Ruin/Uninhabitable 

USES/FUNCTIONS 
Describe how the property has been used over time, 
beginning with the original use: n/a  

Sources: 

PHOTO INFORMATION 
Date of photo: n/a  
View Direction (looking towards):  

SIGNIFICANCE 

Attach a recent photograph of property in this space.  
Additional photographs may be appended. 
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To be eligible for the National Register, a property must represent an important part of the history or architecture 
of an area.  The significance of a property is evaluated within its historic context, which are those patterns, 
themes, or trends in history by which a property occurred or gained importance.  Describe the historic and 
architectural contexts of the property that may make it worthy of preservation. 

A. HISTORIC EVENTS/TRENDS – Describe any historic events/trends associated with the property: n/a

B. PERSONS – List and describe persons with an important association with the building: n/a

C. ARCHITECTURE – Style: n/a      no style

Stories:            Basement     Roof Form:

Describe other character-defining features of its massing, size and scale:

INTEGRITY 
To be eligible for the National Register, a property must have integrity (i.e. it must be able to visually convey its 
importance).  The outline below lists some important aspects of integrity.  Fill in the blanks with as detailed a 
description of the property as possible. 

Location -  Original Site      Moved:     Date:       Original Site:  

DESIGN 
Describe alterations from the original design, including dates: n/a 

MATERIALS 
Describe the materials used in the following elements of the property: 

Walls (structure): n/a 

Walls (sheathing):    

Windows:    

Roof:    

Foundation:    

SETTING 
Describe the natural and/or built environment around the property:  

How has the environment changed since the property was constructed? 

WORKMANSHIP 
Describe the distinctive elements, if any, of craftsmanship or method of construction: 

NATIONAL REGISTER STATUS (if listed, check the appropriate box) 
 Individually Listed;     Contributor;      Non-contributor to   Historic District 

Date Listed:   Determined eligible by Keeper of National Register (date: ) 
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY (opinion of SHPO staff or survey 
consultant) 

Property   is      is not eligible individually. 

Property   is      is not eligible as a contributor to a listed or potential historic district. 

 More information needed to evaluate. 

If not considered eligible, state reason: This project will not impact any land or buildings 
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ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WMAP Groundwater Conservation Grant Application Checklist 

 Project Proposal 

 Cover Letter 

 Executive Summary 

 Project Overview 

 Scope of Work 

 Budget Breakdown & Narrative 

 Additional Contribution Breakdown (if applicable) 

 Project Map 

 Supplemental Information 

 Evidence of physical and legal availability of water 

 Evidence of Control and Tenure of Land 

 State Historic Preservation Office Review Form  
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